NEW!
C-3115
Modern communication
The C-3115 enables faster, more accurate operations and greater security for staff.
Profit from the latest developments. Update or extend your COBS DECT system today!

Contact:
Telephone: +31 36 2020120
E-mail: info@lydis.nl
Internet: www.lydis.nl

- Extended security
- A single handset
does it all!

NEW!
COBS C-3115 – For total control
Colour-coded alarms improve management
C-3115 has easy access buttons and a large, clear screen that
can display an informative status list. Alarms and messages are
prioritized and sorted by importance and colour, with the most
urgent alarm at the top, giving a clear, quickly understood view
of the whole environment and enabling appropriate action.
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13:00 Staff attack
12:58 Lone worker alarm
12:44 Fire alarm
12:50 Machine 2 down
12:42 Exit 1 open
12:40 Machine 3 ok
12:39 Exit 2 closed
OK
Exit

Extremely robust and a 3 year warranty
Psychiatric units, high security, custodial and other secure units are vulnerable work places requiring
the high levels of security, quality and reliability that the C-3115’s advanced technology provides.
The C-3115 is developed in Sweden especially to operate reliably for several years. The handset has
a robust and durable design with a rubberised casing for optimal grip. It is drop tested, water and
dust resistant in compliance with the IP65 classification.

Large, easily accessible alarm button
The alarm button at the top of the handset is
easily accessible to call for help quickly when
needed. On the right side of the handset is an
extra function key for ‘soft’ pre-set alarms.

Automatic alarms for harsh
environments.
The need to support lone workers is
increasing in many industries and trades. The
C-3115 increases the safety and security of
those who face the risk of accidents, threats
or violence while at work. The handset
provides automatic alarms if you fall, remain
stationary for an unusual time, start running
or if someone snatches the handset from you
and when it tilts.
The C-3115 is a smart handset that can
handle almost everything.

Location and positioning
The C-3115 can be supplied with precise positioning, which makes it possible for staff to obtain
quickly the accurate location of the person in need of help and promptly arrange a rescue. Precise
positioning saves time in emergency situations, saves lives and increases the safety of workers.

Alarm button

Integral Bluetooth option

Battery with extended lifetime

Extra function key

System integration
C-3115 can be integrated with complex alarm systems, for example, fire alarms, building, operation
and access control. The result is increased efficiency and more flexible staff – saving both time and
money.

Positioning as hardwired option

Colour display

3 year warranty

Pull cord, tilt alarm, non-movement
and running detection

Built-in vibration

IP65 – drop tested, water and dust
resistant

Easily accessible buttons

